Most attempts at inserting ethical behaviour into autonomous machines adopt the 'designer' approach, i.e., the ethical principles/behaviour to be implemented are known in advance. Typical approaches include rule-based evaluation of moral choices, reinforcement-learning, and logic based approaches. All of these approaches assume a single moral agent interacting with a moral recipient. This paper argues that there will be more frequent cases where the moral responsibility for a situation will lie among multiple actors, and hence a designed approach will not suffice. We posit that an emergence-based approach offers a better alternative to designed approaches. Further we outline one possible mechanism by which such an emergent morality might be added into autonomous agents.
INTRODUCTION
The issue of AI and its effects on society is very topical, and many news articles have been devoted to alarmist concerns 1 as well as optimistic visions 2 . To this end, there have also been many proposals on how to create ethical AI (Bringsjord et al., 2006; Anderson and Anderson, 2015; Dennis et al., 2016; Conitzer et al., 2017; Char et al., 2018; Heidari et al., 2018) . However, all of these approaches seem to assume that the AI will be a single machine/software/entity. This is a flawed assumption, both from a philosophical point of view (Floridi, 2013; Heersmink, 2016) as well as a software-engineering point of view. Increasingly, systems that we interact with, are an instantiation of multi-agent systems, whether these are human-machine hybrids (e.g., a human navigating using a GPS/smartphone) or smart machine-to-machine systems (e.g., package tracking, electronic payment processing, etc). Large complex systems, distributed over multiple physical locations, are also typically diverse in their goals, architectures (Song et al., 2015) and strategies (Lewis et al., 2014) to deal with changing environments. Therefore, it is highly likely from a computer science perspective, that the decisive AI behaviours will involve collective responsibility. That is, due to the distributed nature of storage and compua https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0447-4150 b https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0319-0797 1 E.g., https://cnb.cx/2vQpXtM and https://bit.ly/2otrSjZ 2 https://bit.ly/2Z4k2x9 tation (viz. edge computing, IoT, etc.), the source of im/moral actions (and hence, responsibility) can be distributed as well. Ethics is a behavioural stance, and therefore highly dependent on the agents involved and the context of their interactions. In such cases, the current approach of assuming one locus of control will be inadequate to develop ethically interacting autonomous systems. This paper takes the position that a better approach to inducing and ensuring ethically acceptable behaviour is through repeated social interaction, even for purely software agents. Most approaches that have attempted to insert ethics into autonomous software/hardware have followed a template: choose a moral theory and use programming techniques such as logic-programming, constraintsatisfaction, or rule-based methods to implement the theory. This is conceptually easy for programmers and technologists, however it is very difficult to verify if the implementation is correct, or if it would generalize to other situations. A more serious concern is whether the moral theory chosen (Kant-ian or utilitarian or duty-based) is fit for purpose, to ensure ethical behaviour in an autonomous system (Tonkens, 2009 ). Yet another concern is that all of these approaches assume that there is only one autonomous machine that forms part of a system. That is, it is easy to conceive of situations where there are multiple autonomous machines, with differing moral implementations, interacting with humans. For instance, an elder-care facility can have autonomous robots specializing in different roles, interacting with multiple elderly people.
Even in the case of autonomous driving, autonomous cars from different companies would need to share the road with each other, and with pedestrians. In such cases, would conventional assumptions of a single moral agent and single moral recipient suffice? The programmer/designer would have to foresee all possible multi-agent interactions and ensure that the implemented moral philosophy still achieves its goals.
The paper is structured as follows: we briefly describe the state-of-the-art with regard to technical approaches attempted for making autonomous systems behave ethically in Section 2. In Section 3, we consider the philosophical arguments why morality could potentially be distributed. In Section 4, we describe the foundations of our approach and one possible mechanism for realizing this approach. Since our mechanism is a work-in-progress, we describe no results. We argue, however, that this can potentially be used as a step in the software engineering process, before deploying the system. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of potential pitfalls of both, ethics-bydesign and ethics-by-agreement.
RELATED WORK: ETHICS BY DESIGN
Corning has persuasively argued about the notion of information as a controlling aspect of purposive systems (Corning, 2001) . Algorithmic systems can alter the complex web-of-systems in which they participate, through acts of withholding or spreading information. Since these systems are expected to be pervasive in human society, it is reasonable to expect that the cybernetic effects of information have an influence on human society, as well. In such a scenario, the ethical consequences of algorithmic action assume importance, especially if these algorithms are also autonomic in nature. To ensure that autonomic, intelligent systems behave in an ethically acceptable manner, there have been multiple attempts to instil morality/ethics into machines. There are typically two approaches discussed with regard to embedding an artificial morality (Allen et al., 2005) , the top-down approach and the bottomup approach. The top-down approach depends on the existence of a generally accepted moral theory, such as Kant's categorical imperative or a consequentialist theory (such as utilitarianism). Regardless of which moral theory is preferred by the system designer, the computational intractability of gathering knowledge, processing alternative paths, and decision-making in real-time would result in top-down approaches being less-than-satisfactory. The bottom-up approach con-siders evolving artificial moral behaviour using techniques such as reinforcement learning (Abel et al., 2016) . An important aspect common to both approaches, is that it is only the engineering of the system's ethical behaviour that is top-down or bottom-up (emergent) . In all of the approaches, the actual desired ethical behaviour itself is human-supplied. This is to be expected, as system designers would want machines to express an ethical behaviour that is in line with human expectations.
One of the first in-depth implementation attempts to embed ethical control and reasoning system in the field of autonomous weapons was presented in (Arkin, 2008) . The robots controlling the lethal weapons are assumed to have a reactive/hybrid architecture where a deliberative mechanism was introduced to modulate the response that the robot makes. The intention behind such an effort was to enable a robot to obey Laws of War and Rules of Engagement prescribed by international law. Robot control architecture typically use mappings between stimuli and possible responses to decide how to act. Constraintsatisfaction techniques were used to ensure that any plan of action chosen by the robot were always in consonance with moral laws. (Dennis et al., 2016) used a formal verification technique called model-checking to ensure that any plan chosen by the autonomous machine would never result in a state that would be morally repugnant. The authors acknowledge that model-checking is a fairly compute-intensive technique, and may not be able to deal with dynamically changing contexts.
Another formal mechanism was implemented by (Bringsjord et al., 2006) , where logic-based ethical governors were used to decide whether actions are permissible, obligatory, prohibited, etc. The governor attempts to arrive at a proof of whether a particular action is at least permissible in the ethical code that it has been loaded with. While this approach, along with the addition of AI-friendly deontic logic, allows for a good explanation of why a robot arrived at a particular conclusion, it is unclear how this methodology would function in the presence of contradictions. (Anderson et al., 2019) have argued for explicit ethical reasoning in robots that are deployed in domains that involve ethical dilemmas. They argue that while it is unclear if humanity has a common system of ethics, in most domains, it is generally well-accepted what ethics robots ought to have. To this end, they create a case-supported principle-based methodology where robots generalize from cases that ethicists have already agreed upon and infer the correct behaviour for the specific cases they encounter. This is based on Ross' notion of prima-facie du-ties (Anderson and Anderson, 2007) where the different duties change in priority depending on the circumstances. The case-based reasoner extracts the ethically relevant features from its memory, generalizes principles and continually partitions all actions it could take into partially-ordered subsets. It then chooses the subset which is the most ethically preferred. While this seems reasonable, it is unclear whether such reasoning would work across multiple domains, i.e., would every autonomous machine need re-training as soon as it moved across domains?
In contrast to the top-down approaches discussed, reinforcement learning (RL) attempts to learn the optimal policy for action by trying to maximize the longterm reward that the environment provides. The technique is useful when there are uncertainties in what the autonomous entity is able to observe, and how the world has changed in response to an action. In other words, even when the effect of an action is not immediately apparent, reinforcement learning methods can be used to learn what the best action to take is. (Abel et al., 2016) advocates the use of RL agents to solve POMDPs (Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes) to learn the optimal action to take in the presence of ethical dilemmas. While this has the advantage of not committing the system designer to any particular ethical theory, it still requires the system designer to design utility functions that can be used in the observation function of an agent. Also, the computational intractability of POMDPs that stretch into the future is a hindrance to agents that have to consider long-term consequences of their behaviour.
We refer to the approaches mentioned here as ethics-by-design, since the specific ethical obligations, constraints or value functions that the autonomous system must learn are already known by the system designer. The system designer is responsible for the precise definition of morality and the mechanisms of implementation.
DISTRIBUTED MORALITY
Multi-Agent systems exist all around us already. From human-machine hybrids, such as humans navigating using a GPS/smartphone and smart factories, to machine-to-machine systems such as fully automated warehouses, package tracking systems, fraud detection systems and electronic stock trading, these MAS are ubiquitous in our economies and daily lives. Each individual agent in these MAS only has access to partial information, and depends on the correct functioning of other agents to complete its task. Even if each individual agent, using approaches previously mentioned, acts morally, there is no guarantee that the distributed morality that emerges from the MAS will be acceptable. Distributed morality refers to, quoting from (Floridi and Sanders, 2004) , "the macroscopic and growing phenomenon of global moral actions and non-individual responsibilities, resulting from the invisible hand of systemic interactions among multiagent systems (comprising several agents, not all necessarily human) at a local level."
To simplify, each individual agent's action may/may not be morally significant, but the combined effect of the MAS may have moral implications. In such situations, it is difficult to use current ethical theories to assign moral responsibility to any single agent. We need to define a mechanism that understands distributed morality and is able to reason about the duties and responsibilities of agents involved in the distributed system. This paper does not claim to create a philosophical theory that deals with distributed morality. Rather, it takes the position that the technological approach to implementing any such theory would need to be grounded in social interactions. That is, unlike the approaches mentioned in Section 2, the beliefs, desires and goals of multiple agents are relevant to ensuring ethically acceptable outcomes. Given that agents in a MAS are not necessarily designed/implemented/ controlled by a single entity, the actions performed by these agents must be constrained by some set of permissions, obligations and prohibitions to ensure the afore-mentioned ethically acceptable outcomes. We shall refer to this set of permissions, obligations and prohibitions as the code-of-conduct.
ETHICS BY AGREEMENT
Now we describe our approach, its philosophical divergence as well as the consequent divergence in implementation. This implementation is a work-inprogress and hence no results are described. Almost all implementations of machine ethics have had a single set of ethics (Anderson and Anderson, 2015 ) that the robot (or artificial moral agent) attempts to learn, and moral effects of the said action are known to all agents. However, in real-life, this is unrealistic. There are many sub-groups of human society with differing sets of ethics, and principles of action.
Philosophical Roots:
Our approach has its roots in Humean notion of morality wherein human beings possess both reason Ethics by Agreement in Multi-agent Software Systems as well as passion. According to Hume, we gain awareness of moral good and evil by experiencing the pleasure of approval and the uneasiness of disapproval when we contemplate a character trait or action from an imaginatively sensitive and unbiased point of view (Cohon, 2018) . In this account of human nature, our conception of the ethically correct thing to do, emerges from our interactions with fellow human beings, rather than any demonstrative or probabilistic reasoning. This view implies the ability to have, and act upon, long-term thinking. Evidence in human behaviour of long-term thinking such as the denial of instant self-gratification, investing time and energy in agriculture, saving for old age, etc. all point to the ability and willingness to imagine or conceive of a future, and then take steps to achieve/avoid that future. If we accept Hume's theory that human ethics are socially constructed due to the presence of long-term thinking, then we must also accept the evidence that these social constructs vary from culture to culture due to differences in the long-term socioeconomic conditions. Taking the Humean notion of socially constructed ethics to its logical conclusion therefore establishes a reason for the emergence of a non-homogeneous set of ethics among autonomous machines. That is, if diverse ethical standards among human societies could have emerged through a process of implicit bargaining via repeated interactions across several socio-economic conditions, then the emergence of ethical standards among machine societies due to repeated interactions in heterogeneous domains is also likely to exhibit diversity. The difference between the emergence in human societies and machine societies would likely be the presence of explicit proposal, bargaining and agreement mechanisms. The agreement over a standard of behaviour or strategy in a group must sustain over multiple generations for it to be recognized as an ethical standard of that group. This requirement ensures that no standard that is strategically unviable would survive as an ethical standard. The process of reaching ethics by agreement has the advantage over other schools of ethics in that it can be described very simply using evolutionary techniques set in a social domain. From a scientific point of view, the simplicity of the mechanism is very appealing since it can be simulated and tested under various conditions. This emphasis on the process of ethics-formation (as opposed to simply picking a school or a set of ethics) is due to two factors. One, in human history we have not been able to converge on a single unified set of ethics that everyone agrees with. There are no indications that this will change soon. Hence, it is more advantageous to focus on the process of ethics formation, since we can then accom-modate the need for differentiated sets of ethics in different domains. Two, even in the same culture, the notions of ethically acceptable behaviour have changed over time. This implies that any ethics implemented for machines, even while interacting with the same users, could need to change over time. Again, picking a process of ethics-formation allows us to create ethically acceptable behaviour for machines that adapts along with its users, while also being amenable to analysis and prediction.
EMERGENT ETHICS USING AGREEMENT IN GAMES
A frequent question regarding human society is why did fairness emerge in human society? According to anthropologists, the answer is simple (Binmore, 2006) . Ensuring fair amount of food-sharing in hunter-gatherer societies allowed humans to stave off the threat of starvation. The more interesting question is how did fairness arise? In multiple accounts of pure hunter-gatherer societies, equitability in foodsharing has been observed (Boehm, 2009 ). For such a social contract to be established as an evolutionarily stable strategy it must be both, efficient (in outcomes for everyone), as well as deviation must be easily punishable. According to the folk theorem of repeated games, reciprocal altruism is a stable strategy if the players know they are going to interact together in the future, and their behaviour can be monitored without too much effort (Trivers, 1971) . Thus, the presence of repeated games ensures that notions of a social contract arise spontaneously and persist across generations (Binmore, 2014) . The stability of the social contract, it has been argued in (Gauthier, 1986) , is a rational outcome of agents mutually agreeing to behave in a certain manner. Thus a code-of-conduct can be a rational outcome for computational agents, using repeated games with feedback loops. Therefore, we propose to situate the modified evolutionary process in a game-theoretic framework. Game theory provides us with the ability to reduce real-world cooperative and competitive problems into a stylized mathematical model, called games. Examples of such games include the Minority Game (Challet and Zhang, 1997) , the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (Binmore, 2006) , the Public Goods Game (Isaac et al., 1994) , etc. Most game-theoretic literature does not focus on strategies or behaviour across games, however in the real world we constantly switch domains and games, and cooperate or compete depending on context. The switching of games is critical to our experimentation since our ethical standards do not seem to demonstrate any domainspecificity. Hence, any ethical standard that we induce in an artificial agent must also be able to survive across games. Game-playing simulators such as the General Video Game AI Framework (Pérez-Liébana et al., 2016) , Arena Framework (Lawlor et al., 2018) or Stanford General Game Playing Framework 3 allow for a reconfigurable game environment that allows co-evolution of players that play multiple games in an iterated fashion. The games can vary across multiple dimensions such as number of players (twoplayer, multi-player), moves (sequential, simultaneous), payoff (zero-sum, non-zero-sum), duration (repeated, one-shot), etc. The evolutionary process of emergent ethics, from an implementation perspective, requires three properties that have previously not been considered as a part of evolutionary processes. We propose the following additions to game playing, to enable the emergence of a code-of-conduct:
A consequence simulation engine for each individual:
There is increasing evidence that human brains tend to simulate future states as way of predicting consequences of their actions (Lake et al., 2016) 2. An ability for an individual to recognize another individual across multiple interactions:
Players are able to recognize each other across games, thus creating a notion of persistent identity, which can then be used for creating group identity.
negotiation protocol: This can be used to propose and agree on mutual behaviours, given a certain context. Once the mutual behaviour persists across repeated games, it becomes a part of the code-of-conduct which is resistant to being violated.
Apart from these properties, we propose to utilise the standard mechanisms employed in simulating an evolutionary process: an objective function to recognize relative fitness, the notion of reproduction/survival of fitter individuals, and the ability to mutate/change behaviour in an attempt to increase fitness. Figure 1 shows the abstract framework for a tournament, where agents play multiple heterogeneous games with other agents that do not necessarily share the same strategies. For example, a tournament may consist of 100 rounds of the Minority Game followed by 100 rounds of the Iterated Prisoners Dilemma. Further, the participants in this game may be broken down such that 30% are using a random strategy, 40% are using a Tit-for-Tat strategy, and 30% are using a random strategy. The consequence simulation engine is used as a part of the Update Strategy process. Agents can use reinforcement-learning (Dosovitskiy and Koltun, 2016), clonal-plasticity (Nallur et al., 2016) , or any other learning/adaptation method to adjust to the game that it is playing.
The ability to recognize each other across games, allows for the bargaining process to take place. The negotiated code-of-conduct is encapsulated by the Adapt Strategy process which affects agents in the next game. An agent will not deviate from the codeof-conduct that it has agreed on. The outcomes of both, the in-game learning (Update Strategy) and out-of-game learning (Adapt Strategy), are af-fected by the individual capabilities and negotiating strength of each agent. This creates an evolutionary pressure (Collect Statistics), where only the code-of-conduct that is beneficial to agent survives across games. Note: It is not necessary that the codeof-conduct be the same for all agents in the framework. In fact, we actively expect a diversity of codes to emerge from multiple interactions among agents. The code-of-conduct that persists across a tournament,i.e., can be found among a majority of agents, form the ethics of that agent society. A foreseeable consequence of such an arrangement is that the society of agents might agree on a code-ofconduct, that is evolutionarily stable, but not palatable to human beings. A possible mechanism of preventing such codes-of-conduct would be through the use of grammatical evolution techniques (Nicolau, 2017) , where the grammar can be used to specify illegal genotype constructions.
ETHICS BY DESIGN VS. ETHICS BY AGREEMENT
Should we embed machines with ethics that we know to be good (ethics-by-design), or should we repose our faith in a ethics-making method that leads to ethics emerging by agreement in a society of machines? At first glance, the former appears to be superior to the latter. A consequence of ethics-byagreement is that we do not know apriori what codeof-conduct, the agents will agree on. This is an unpleasant or uncertain outcome that software engineers and system designers would like to avoid. However, ethics-by-design also suffers from problems. The need for explainability makes the use of many kinds of learning processes (e.g., Deep Learning or Reinforcement Learning) problematic because of fundamental problems with these methods in tracing any decision to any specific input or rule. While the use of rules, policies and logics can be used to get around the problem of explainability, we are subsequently confronted by the issue of the system-designer's bias in creating the rules, policies and logics, which is difficult to resolve. A more intractable issue is the need for dynamically adjusting to contexts, especially those that have not been foreseen by the designer. As soon as the machine is able to transcend its governing rules and policies, the explainability also suffers. In this scenario, the Humean school of ethics by agreement offers a better consistency between human constructs of ethics and machine-based constructs. If a suitable implementation mechanism [say, using causal networks (Halpern, 2016) ] was able to offer ex-planatory power to the ethical standards reached, then ethics-by-agreement might prove to be a more robust way of implementing machine ethics.
CONCLUSIONS
There are several unexamined assumptions in this paper, not least of which is, to paraphrase Floridi (Floridi, 2011 ) -Can and should artificial agents have ethics? While the philosophical aspect of that conundrum is still open for debate, this paper takes the position that from a computer science point of view, the mechanisms of adding ethical behaviour must be investigated. The paper also takes the position, that ethics-by-agreement is an interesting mechanism to use for adding ethical behaviour. It is difficult to conclusively state that, in all cases, ethicsby-agreement is better/worse than ethics-by-design.
In domains, where ethicists all agree on the correct behaviour, and where the patterns of interactions are well-known, ethics-by-design might be an acceptable mechanism. However, in domains where there are multiple agents, and there are multiple patterns of interaction, ethics-by-agreement is a promising mechanism for ensuring that the emergent distributed morality is acceptable to human society.
